Preventing and Correcting
Letter Reversals

What are reversals?
Letter reversals occur when a student prints a letter (or number) backwards or upside down.

What causes reversals?
Letter reversals are common in young children. Since these students do not have an internal sense of “leftright” or directional awareness, they may have difficulty remembering the orientation of a letter. They have
learned that an object is the same no matter what direction it is facing. However, this is not true for letters.
The letter d is no longer a d when it is flipped; it is now a p.
Since letter reversals are developmental, they do not diagnose dyslexia in a student. In fact, it is a myth that
dyslexia causes people to see letters and words backwards. Some students with dyslexia may have problems
with letter reversals, but the most likely cause of their reading difficulty is phonological.
Most children will discontinue reversing letters and numbers by age seven.

What can you do to prevent and correct letter reversals?
There are a number of things we can do to prevent and correct letter reversals. This prevention will facilitate
writing, reading, and spelling.
1. Explicitly teach directional awareness, including up, down, left, right, above, below.
n At every opportunity, verbally use these terms in your directions.
“Put your right arm in your coat sleeve.”
“Turn left here in the hallway.”
“Put your mittens on the shelf above the hooks.”
“Let’s put on your right shoe.”
n Place a drawing of a left hand and a drawing of a right hand on the correct places of the teacher’s
board. Also, use desk plates that mark left and right.
Here is an example of CRSL desk plate for Level K:
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n Play games such as Hokey Pokey or Simon Says. Place a sticker on the child’s right hand to scaffold
the correct response. A scented sticker is especially effective.
n As you read books, review these Concepts of Print:
We read from left to right.
We read from top to bottom.
We read from front to back.
n The CRSL Magnetic Folders show a left to right arrow in its word/syllable box. You may want to put
a green sticker to indicate left at the beginning of the arrow.
2. Teach letters that are easily confused (such as b and d, m and w, u and n, p and q) at different times in
the curriculum. Note that it is good idea, when dealing with problematic pairs of letters, such as b and d,
to focus on just one of the pair. Once the identification is established for one of the pair, introduce the
other one.
3. Use phonics. Learning the letter sound attached to
the letter will help eliminate reversals. Therefore, it
is very important for students to say the sound as
they print the letter when they are first learning
letter-sound associations. Here is an example from
Home Run Handwriting, Level K. Students say the
sound /u/ as they practice printing the letter u.

u

Short bat goes down, then smile up, straight down,
Short bat goes down, smile up, straight down,
Short bat goes down, then smile up, straight down,
To make the letter for /u/.

Say the sound as you print the letter.

u

u u u u u

uu
uu

uu
uu

CR Success Home Run Handwriting – Kindergarten Level
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4. Use multisensory techniques for problematic letters by activating the visual, auditory, kinesthetic,
tactile, and motor memory modalities. Also, a number of techniques these can be done together,
providing multisensory practice.
Motor
n Let motor memory guide students in remember the letter formation. If students automatize the
strokes for the letter, they will be less likely to reverse that letter.
n Teach letters in groups by beginning strokes. b is a tall bat letter, beginning with a vertical line going
down. d is a one o’clock ball letter, beginning with the circle.
n Print a problematic letter on writing grid paper. (Challenge students to increase the number of times
they can print the letter accurately.
Visual

agm

n Use starting points and numbered arrows to orient the student.

n Play Concentration or Memory with the letters.
n Play Car Wash: Sketch a car on the white board. Print b’s randomly on the car, discussing the letter
formation. Then print 5 d’s on the car, also discussing the letter formation. Call on students to wash
the car by erasing a letter. Air write the letter and tell students, “Wash off a /b/ letter.
n Play Letter Detective
• Explain that a detective is a police officer who investigates wrong doing. A detective must be
observant and notice details. A detective may use a line-up to identify a suspect. A line-up is a
group of people who look alike. One of them is the suspect. A witness identifies the suspect
from this group.
• A letter detective would need to be alert to the details of letters. A letter line-up would include
letters that look alike.
• Show the “suspect letter” and ask students to describe its details.
For example, “h” would be described as a tall letter with a bounce at the bottom and on the right.
(Encourage students to use the Home Run Handwriting description, too: A tall bat letter and a
bounce.
• Give six students each a letter sign.
• Ask students to stand in a straight line in front of the class.
• Tell the class, “Look very carefully at the letters. One letter is (name the sound of the letter.) It is
guilty of being confusing a letter. It hangs around letters that look much like it does and tricks us
when we read and spell. Let’s see if you can spot this letter with its similar friends. We will have
each letter step forward, one at a time. Do not identify the letters until you have seen all of them.
Would the person with letter number one step forward and show his/her letter? Number two?
Etc.
• After the letters have been identified, give students an article from a Weekly Reader or a similar
text and ask them to highlight all the (name the sound of the “letter suspect”) they can see.
Possible line-ups:
(b) h q d p b d
(c) e a d o c o
(d) d a b q b a
(h) b n l b n h
(s) z s e z c z
(m) n h n m w n
(n) n h u m o m
(p) q b d q d p
n Use the CRSL magnetic folder during Spelling and Reading Sounds to provide extra practice in
finding the letters that are causing confusion.
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Auditory
n Say the directional cues as you write the letter. Here is an example for the letter p.
Drop bat down, pop up, roll and close

n Learn stories that reinforce the letter formation. Here is an example of the letter story for b and d.

The

b Story

Tall bat straight The bat hits a
down
ball that
bounces up

And rolls back

The

d Story

Curve around Reach up high Trace straight
the drum
with the stick
back down
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n Use phonics, if possible, connecting the sound to the letter. “When you say /b/, you make a line with
your mouth. Make a tall line down, then hit the ball, which bounces and rolls back.”
“When you say /d/, you feel a roundness in your mouth. Curve around the drum, reach up high with the
stick, trace straight back down.”
Kinesthetic
n Walk out the shape of a large letter place on the floor with masking tape.
n Write letter in the air while saying directions.
n Do large motor writing on a vertical white board.
Tactile
n Trace letter on sandpaper (first with eyes open, then with eyes closed.)
n Trace letters drawn with chalk on a carpet square. Have students use a stylus, to experience the
feedback of resistance.
n Form letter with play dough on a cardboard template.
n Draw letters in shaving cream.
n Identify letter that is drawn on your back.
5. Provide specific feedback. For example, if a student spells bat as dat, say, “You have dat. I want bat.” If
student has difficulty, scaffold by saying, “Remember /b/- tall bat, hits ball that bounces and rolls back.”
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